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Introduction
So far, we’ve seen how actions by individuals and households can lead to carbon reductions.
As more people take action, these savings are multiplied up and become nationally significant.
This could give the impression that we should work on a household-by-household basis,
changing attitudes and behaviours. This would take a long time, and also ignores that fact
that in order to maximise carbon reductions we need these actions to be the norm. In short,
we need to create low carbon communities, where individuals and families minimise carbon
emissions because it’s easy to do, the default option, socially acceptable, encouraged by the
culture and supported by local infrastructure.

Community action on climate change is all about finding ways to support, encourage, empower and persuade households
and individuals in a community to adopt these actions and reduce carbon emissions. As more people come together and
take action, we start to build the kind of low-carbon communities we saw in section one of this guide, and this makes it
easier for others to take action too. The first step on this journey is ‘behaviour change’ – that is, community members
changing their behaviours to adopt low carbon practices and habits.
Encouraging people to change habits and behaviours is challenging. Even changing our own behaviour can be difficult!
Many factors influence the way we behave, and these factors can act as barriers and/or opportunities to adopting low
carbon behaviours. One useful way of thinking about these barriers and opportunities is through a ‘force field analysis’. If
you are considering making a change (or encouraging others to do so) a force field diagram is used to list ‘driving forces’
(opportunities) and ‘restraining forces’ (barriers). Once forces have been identified a ‘strength’ is assigned to them. To make
the change happen the driving forces have to be greater than the restraining forces. When planning what to do, it’s always
more effective to remove or weaken restraining forces, than to strengthen driving forces. The example below is for someone
considering cycling to work.

Cycling to work
Driving forces
Improved fitness (3)
Enjoy cycling (2)
Cheaper (5)

Restraining forces
The weather (3)
Don’t know a safe route (5)
Arrive at work sweaty (4)

The factors influencing our behaviours are different to each one of us, but they’re not always things within our control –
many factors are related to our close social circles, society at large, or even the physical world of technology, infrastructure
and nature. It’s useful to refer to a behaviour change model that provides a structured way to investigate the factors
influencing a behaviour in your community. For the CCF we recommend using the ‘Shifting Normal’ methodology which
brings together insights from various fields. In this method we start from the premise that for someone to make a change
they must be able answer ‘yes’ to the four questions:
The factors that influence our ability to answer ‘yes’ to these four questions are split into four zones:

The ‘I’ Zone

The ‘We’ Zone

The ‘They’ Zone

The ‘It’ Zone

Factors that are personal and
internal to each individual.

Factors related to the social groups
that we are part of, such as our family,
friends, colleagues and neighbours.

Factors related to wider society,
beyond our immediate social group.

Physical factors that we use directly
or are part of the world around us.

You might think “they should change
the law about...”.

These include tools, equipment,
technology and infrastucture.

These include an individual’s
values, attitudes and skills, and
their assessment of the costs
and benefits of any decision.

These include the different roles we
have in particular circumstances,
what’s considered normal in our
group, and who we know and trust.

These include rules, regulations,
policies and procedures; and
the economy.
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By answering the four questions from the point of view of the four zones we can consider the full range of factors, both
barriers and opportunities, that are influencing a given behaviour in a community. Once you’ve mapped these factors you
could carry out community consultation to determine the relative strength of these factors and create a force field diagram
from this.

Does it feel right?

Does it make sense?

The way we feel is often an immediate,
instinctive reaction and that initial
impression can be hard to overcome
later. However strong other more
logical reasons might be, if something
feels wrong or makes us uncomfortable,
we will resist doing it.

We like to think we are rational beings,
but we often use rules of thumb and
over, or under, estimate costs and
benefits – financial and otherwise.
We also ‘rationalise’ decisions we’ve
actually made for other reasons.

Does it fit into my day?
Most of the things we do, we do from habit, often
prompted by our household and workplace routines.
Changes are easier if they fit into our existing habits and
routines. External schedules for transport, work and
school can also influence our choices.

Can I do it?
We may want to do it but may be
prevented from doing so by our lack
of skills and confidence. We may also
need particular tools, equipment and
infrastructure to do things.
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There is lots more information about ‘Shifting Normal’ and how to apply it on the CCF
website:
https://www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/sustainability-climate-change/climate-challenge-fund/plan-and-run-your-ccfproject/plan-your-ccf-project/shifting-normal/

Community action on climate
change
Why ‘community’ action on climate change?

Carbon savings come from individuals and households changing their behaviours, but within a community many of the barriers
and opportunities to adopting low carbon behaviours are similar and many are shared. ‘Community’ can refer to people
who live in a defined area (a geographical community) or people who share a common interest, set of beliefs or values (a
community of interest). In this sense, ‘community’ is a good level to pitch a project – working on an individual basis is time
consuming, but at a bigger scale the range of factors influencing behaviour becomes too large to be able to design an effective
project.

What do we mean by ‘community action’?

It’s not just to do with the scale of the project. A community project is a project that is done ‘by and for’ the community and not
‘to’ it. This means that:

1. The project addresses a need in the community and/or there is demand for the proposed project
activities.
2. Community members have been involved in the design of the project.
3. Community members can be actively involved in the project once it’s underway.
The key here is the active participation of community members in the project. Participation can come in many forms and we
can think of levels of participations as illustrated in the table below, with highest levels of participation at the bottom of the table.

Typical
methods

Typical
process

Initiator stance

Initiator benefit

Issues for
initiator

What is
needed to
start

Information

Leaflets,
media,
newsletter

Presentations
and
promotion

“Here’s what
we are going
to do”

Apparently
least effort

Will people
accept no
consultation?

Clear vision,
identified
audience,
common
language

Consultation

Surveys, meetings

Communication
and feedback

“Here are our
opinions –
what do you
think?”

Improve
chances of
getting it right

Are the options realistic?
Are there
others?

Realistic
options

Deciding
together

Workshops,
‘planning for
real’

Consensus
building

“We want
to develop
options and
decide
actions
together”

New ideas and
commitment
from others

Do we have
similar ways
of deciding?
Do we know
and trust each
other?

Readiness to
accept new
ideas and
follow them
through

Acting
together

Partnership
bodies

Partnership
building

“We want to
carry out joint
decisions together”

Brings in
additional
resources

Where will the
balance of
control lie?
Can we work
together?

Willingness to
learn new ways
of working

Supporting

Advice, support funding

Community
development

“We can help
you achieve
what you want
within these
guidelines”

Develops
capacity in
the community and may
reduce call on
services

Will our aims
be met as well
as those of
other
interests?

Commitment
to continue
support

Ways to make your project more participatory:

Consult with an open mind: Design your consultation so that new ideas can emerge, rather than giving community
members a choice of activity A or activity B. For example, instead of asking ‘Would you like a gardening courses to grow at
home, or a community garden?’, ask ‘what would help you start growing your own?’
Involve volunteers: Involving volunteers builds skills and knowledge in the community and ensures community members
are involved in delivery. This also ensure a legacy for your project. For example, instead of employing someone to run ledrides in a workplace, employ someone to train volunteers in workplaces to be able to run led-rides themselves.
Set up a ‘steering group’ (and be willing to act on their advice): Establish a steering group made up of community
members to advise on the development and delivery of the project. Steering group members can also act as advocates for
the project, encouraging participation through word of mouth.
Collect feedback (and record it): Collect feedback from activities that you run, and record it – even if its verbal feedback.
This can help you refine activities and improve them.
Asset-based approach: Many projects start from a point of asking ‘what does our community need?’ An asset-based
approach turns this on its head and asks, ‘what skills, knowledge and positive things do we have in our community?’. From
there, projects can be designed to take advantage of this. For example, instead of a starting point of saying ‘the community
suffers from high levels of food poverty’, you may discover that several community members are skilled in cooking from
scratch and using up leftovers. The project could aim to share these skills in the community.

Structuring your project

Following this section are some ‘project type’ outlines showing some practical examples of ways to reduce carbon emissions
in your community, based on various ways to ‘do it less’ or ‘do it differently’.
The outlines follow a way of structuring a project called ‘Weavers Triangle’.

What’s the
overall
project aim?

What measurable outcomes
will your project deliver?

What activities will you undertake
to achieve the above outcomes?

Weavers triange.

You can find more information on ‘Developing Outcomes’ for a project on the CCF
Website:
https://www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/sustainability-climate-change/climate-challenge-fund/plan-and-run-your-ccfproject/plan-your-ccf-project/plan-your-outcomes/

The ‘project type’ outlines also discuss how you will go about monitoring whether your project achieves the outcomes you’ve
identified. They concentrate on carbon outcomes, but also discuss other benefits that these kinds of project might bring
to your community. These can be particularly important when thinking about consulting with your community – interest in
a project to reduce travel carbon emissions may be limited, but a project that reduces congestion at the school gate and
provides health benefits may be much more popular.
When running a project we need to consider the project planning cycle. This includes carrying out monitoring and evaluation
activities to check if your project activities are bringing about the change you’re aiming for described in the outcome.

>

Plan

>

Do

Measure

Is the change happening?

Project planning cycle.

Carry out
your
activities

>

Do you need
to adjust
project
activites?

Project
planning
cycle

>

Review

>

What change do you want to make?
Decide on activites.

Project template
The project template leads you through the things you need to consider when planning a low carbon project in your
community.

Theme – Carbon reducing action
Doing it less/differently
This section explains what ‘doing it less’ or ’doing it differently’ in this area means practically.

Project aims
These are the overall aims of your project – what will your community look like if your project is successful?

How does that save carbon? What’s the measurable outcome?
This is a reminder of how these actions reduce carbon emissions.
Measurable outcome: This is the project ‘outcome’ – the measurable difference that your project will make to each
individual/household to reduce their carbon emissions.

What are the co-benefits? What are the potential ‘community outcomes’
This section outlines additional benefits to reducing carbon emissions in this way – these might be to do with saving
money, being healthier, improving the local environment or benefiting the local economy.

How do we demonstrate co-benefits?
This section gives a brief outline to some monitoring and evaluation approaches for the above ‘community outcomes’.

What are the risks?
This section highlights some common pitfalls and risks associated with this kind of project. This might be related to do
with maximising carbon savings, ensuring participation in your project, problems with measuring impact or in project
delivery.

How do you achieve your aims?
Designing your project:
In this section we suggest some points of the kinds of things to investigate as you design a project like this for your
community.
Example project activities:
This section highlights some approaches taken by previous CCF projects, including links to case studies where
available.

We support the Sustainable Development Goals.

Keep Scotland Beautiful is the charity that works
with organisations and communities to help
people to reduce carbon emissions, improve local
areas and adapt to the impacts of climate change.
It’s part of our work to make Scotland clean, green
and sustainable.

Your charity for Scotland’s environment
T: 01786 471333

E: ccf@keepscotlandbeautiful.org

facebook.com/ClimateChallengeFund

@CCFScot

www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/ccf
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